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Reviewer's report:

Dear the authors,

Thank you for writing this rare and valuable case report. I think you did good job in your description, however i have couple of points to be taken in consideration:

1. This manuscript needs intense English language spell check.

2. Please describe the symptoms of the patient that he presented in.

3. In your discussion and reviewing the previously reported cases, please describe and elaborate more about these in terms of diagnosis, management, outcomes.

4. Please provide any comment about the follow up status of this patient.

5. Describe how you managed the wall of the left atrium, did you use a patch or just you close primarily?

Thank you

Level of interest

Please indicate how interesting you found the manuscript:

An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English

Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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